
THE SLK 55 AMG PERFORMANCE PACKAGE

A NE W 

DR I V I NG
 DI M E N S I O N .

 1 AMG 18" wheels and accompanying high-speed-rated tires provide substantially increased treadwear and reduced ride 
comfort compared to H-rated tires. Serious wheel and tire damage may occur if the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged 
road surfaces or upon encountering road debris or obstacles.   2 Electronically limited. Obey speed laws.

 18" AMG two-piece alloy wheels and staggered-width tires1

AMG sport suspension with “Nürburgring” calibration

AMG compound front brakes

 176-mph top speed2

The AMG experience — heightened.

Every Mercedes-AMG automobile is born on the racetrack. The performance leadership of  
countless racing champions is its provenance. The finely honed instincts that can only 
come from 35 years spent developing, crafting, testing and winning are its natural aptitude. 
Remarkable poise under extreme pressure is its confident character. 

From its handcrafted 355-hp V-8 engine to slick 7-speed AMG SpeedShift™ automatic 
transmission, the  SLK 55 AMG can engage its driver and lucky passenger in an emotionally 
elevated experience on any day, on any stretch of pavement. 

The SLK 55 AMG Performance Package  takes you even higher. Upgraded wheels and brakes have  
been proven on the tracks of Formula One racing. The AMG sport suspension’s “Nürburgring” 
calibration — higher damping rates and firmer front springs — is inspired by the world’s most 
revered racetrack. Carbon fiber dresses the cockpit, while grippy Alcantara wraps the steering 
wheel. To match the boost in adrenalin, its top track speed is raised as well — leaving no doubt 
where the inspiration for the SLK 55 AMG Performance Package was born.



Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC 
One Mercedes Drive 
Montvale, NJ 07645 
 1-800-FOR-MERCEDES 
MBUSA.com

SLK 55 AMG Performance Package 
Option Code 030

Alcantara-trimmed AMG sport steering wheel

Carbon-fiber interior trim

 176-mph (280-km/h) top track speed1

AMG sport suspension with “Nürburgring” calibration

AMG compound braking system 
  14.2" compound two-piece perforated and ventilated front  
 discs with AMG 6-piston calipers 
  13.0" ventilated rear discs with AMG 4-piston calipers

Staggered-width 18" two-piece AMG double-spoke alloy wheels 
and high-performance tires2 
 Wheels: 7.5 x18" front — 8.5 x18" rear, Sterling Silver finish 
 Tires: 225/40 ZR18 front — 245/35 ZR18 rear

 1 Electronically limited. Obey speed laws.  2 AMG 18" wheels and accompanying 
high-speed-rated tires provide substantially increased treadwear and reduced ride 
comfort compared to H-rated tires. Serious wheel and tire damage may occur if the 
vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or upon encountering road 
debris or obstacles.   
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All illustrations and specifications contained in 
this brochure are based on the latest product 
information available at the time of publication. 
Mercedes-Benz reserves the right to make 
changes at any time, without notice, in colors, 
materials, equipment, specifications and models.

 
Any variations in colors shown are due to 
reproduction variations of the printing process.
Illustrations may include test situations. Some 
vehicles may be shown with non-U.S. equipment. 
Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. 

 
While we have made every effort to ensure the 
accuracy and clarity of the information presented 
in this brochure, we are not responsible for errors 
or omissions which are subject to correction 
without notice.

 
In an effort to minimize the environmental impact 
of this publication, Mercedes-Benz uses a recycled 
coated paper that is guaranteed in writing to 
contain a minimum of 10% post-consumer waste.
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